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’ Police Halt Greek
RowWaterBattle
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Water fights erupted on I Ith st Wednesday with the usual
repercussions involving fraternities, the local police and the college
, administration Four fraternity men were picked up by police officers
and taken to the San Jose pollee station where they were given a
’tern le,.ture and released.
The police arrived on Ilth st. as ihe water fights were coming to
a close and most of those involved had stopped fighting anJ had re-

turned to their houses.
When contacted for details of
BULLETIN
the disturbance Robert S. Mar5. mass demonstration b. sprtin. associate dean of students.
ing halms I.lesenth street stu- had little information on the Indents eulminated in a a sant boncident Dean Martin stated that
the administration had been confire at the intersection of Ele enth and San Antonio streets at tacted from several sources last
night and that college officials
8:15 o’clock last night.
were investigating the Problem
Mit
Eire engines rushed to the
Dr. Mortimer J. Adler spoke on The Questions Science Cannot
seene to quell the blaze. and and would discuss it with the stuAnswer" in Morris Dailey Auditorium last night, and discuased or
students rushed to cover from dents involved and fraternity and
sorority leaders
suggested some of the points which have made him not only one of
the descending patrli ears.
In clarifying the college’s stand
Firemen dampened high spirits
the nation’s leading philosophers, but one of the most controversial.
on this type of problem Dean
hr turning their hoses on the
He started by stating all knowledge came under the category of
Martin said. "The college’s prijeering mob.
three disciplines, science, philosophy, and religion.
mers. concern is to eliminate proI
Contemporary thought is dominated by science, he observed, and
perty damage and the danger of
it holds the attitude of positivism.
personal injury " He made re"Positivism is the belief that the
ference to past occurrences in
questions science cannot answer
a fraternity member was
cannot be answered by knowledge,"
struck by a car and the interior
he stated. This rules out the
of a sorority house was damaged
disciplines of philosophy and re,onsiderably during water fight:.
ligion.
"We are enlisting the cooper.
Yet; he asserted, it is these
ation of the leaders of the Greek
Three San Jose State coecLs wil.
"The
NI,
J....
and
"The
Telequestions science cannot answer vie
for the coveted title of Queen
phone," short operas by Glatt- organizations In keeping this type
that, humanly speaking, are the
of demonstration under contrtil,"
of the Military Ball, to be held
Carlo Menotti, will be presented
most important, if not the most too tonight at the Castlewood
by the Music and Drama De- Dean Martin concluded.
Coungent. To justify philosophy and retry Club, from 9 o’clock to 1 a m.
partments for the last times toMedium" and "The Telephone," short operas by
ligion, Dr. Adler used the reasonSHOWN IN A TENSE MOMENT during "The
1 night and tomorrow night at 8:15
ing he employed at Columbia Uniian-Carlo Menotti, still be presented tonight
The three contenders are Patti
Medium" are (left to right) Richard Styles, Jane
! o’clock in the College Theater
versity in his return debate with Kaser, Helen Mevious. and Pat
and tomorron night at 8:15 o’clock in the College
Ann Fritz, Miss Maurine Thompson, Robert MonTickets for both productio
Bertrand Russel, the world’s most Lavery, who were chosen as finaTheater.
- -photo by Hankins
tilla. Bonnie Boline and Barbara Wells. "The
are on sale in the College Theatt :
noted living philosopher.
lists by the local ROTC unit,
Box Office from I to 5 p.m. today
Russel admitted science coudn’t last week. Queen last year wit:
and from 7 to 9 p m. on perforgrapple with questions of right and Thrish Meyers. Coronation is
nanee nights Students with ASB
wrong, and so denied right and scheduled for 10:30 p m with Joe
cards may purchase the tickets for
wrong, claiming that questions of Vallenari as master of ceremonies.
50 cents General admission ticvalue must be answered by force.
A program and party will be
kets are $I
Gus Kearns’ orchestra will proHowever, he had previously deheld tonight far foreign students
"The
Telephone."
a
light
comeplored the use of force, according vide music for the annual afIn this day and age ignorance lead to greater problems in worla dy, stars Carole Rossi and Robert and their sponsors in the StuThe Men’s Glee Club will sing
fair. Sponsoring organizations are
to Dr. Adler.
dent Union from 7.30 o’clock to
of
selections
for
the
is
not bliss, "ignorance is suicide." living.
Gibbs as two young lovers.
a
number
Arnold Mr Society, honorary Air
FOOD SCARCE IN FUTURE
Featured player in "The Medi- midnight The program is sponDr. Adler claimed that if sci- Force ROTC group, and Silver Alumni Day Banquet, May 28. So said Dr William Vatcher, asForemost among these ,prob- um" is Miss Maurine Thompson, sored by the International Stu(owe was not able to answer Siabers. honorary Army ROTC Miss Poggy Major, Alumni direc- sistant professor of political
Organization and will intor said yesterday The banquet science, to the Senior Briefing as- lems, Dr Vatcher said. will be associate professor of music. This dents
problems in the area of philoso- organizaticm
that of food Many persons will opera deals with the fears and elude a panel discussion, student
will be held in the Exposition sembly yesterday
phy. then it couldn’t refute the
entertainment, a color film and
value of philosophy. "Science
Hall of the Santa Clara County
Talking on the topic "World At- live in a state of constant hunger, frustrations of a medium after refreshment..
cannot do anything not arrived
Fair Grounds.
fairs Are Your Affairs." Dr. Vat- and others will actually starve. a seance. Others in the producThe panel will consist of reHe told the group that this tion are Jane Ann Fritz, Bonnie
at by observational means,"
Dinner music for the event will cher used many statistics and
presentatives from Europe. Africa,
he stated, "science cannot solve
be provided by Bob Russell and often drew from his personal situation would lead to a great- Bonne, Robert Montilla, Barbara
the Middle East and South Amerier tendency to conquer other Wells and Richard Styles
important moral problems, now or
his string orchestra
experiences to emphasize this conca.
countries.
ever. All knowledge gained by
The
sets
were
designed
by
J
The alumni office has just Men- cept.
Purpose of the affair is to show
This
idea
led
the
globe-trotting
Wendell
science can be used for either
Johnson,
associate
;acted sending more than 18,500
Pro- the appreciation for the sponsors
Ile told the seniors that due I
professor
to
discuss
the
ever-infessor
of
drama.
and
the
good or evil."
. invitations to alumni in the state
costumes
to the diminishing time factor
of the ISO members, who have
Last week, the office sent out in- in traveling from one part of creasing intensity of war He said by Berneice Prisk, associate pro- i made it possible for the students
Ile criticised contemporary eduthat
if
we
were
to
draw
a
circle
fessor
of
drama.
vitations
honor
class
graduates
the
to
world to another. what efThe SJS chapter of the Au(lu’ to study in America. Some of
cation for producing more science,
and to Golden Grads, the latter feet one eountr. generally will j three inches in diameter to Dthe sponsors will travel quite a
which gives more power, but less bon Society will hold a joint field
,
present
the
destructive
force
’
I
a
group
who
were
graduated
from
effect another.
distance to attend tont/110i party.
wiadoln with Which to use it, mean- trip with members of the Sequoia sjs more thor fifty years
ago.
’
Audubcrei tSotiene Saturdar at
in
"
’He also.relgistiraill. tremenilons44"?q211) wed
stated Mrs horrific,. Huirhings,
ing phillisophy a,hl religion.
to draw a circle tj’:
Graen Island, according to John
publicity cliairman She added
Population increases in the past "ti
ld have
miles
in diameter to graphs
"The higher the biological or- P Harville, assistant professor
few years, and the anticipated inthat a number of the sponsors
portray the potential destruct,’
ganism. the later it matures." he of biology and science education ,
creases liar the next hundred force of current nuclear n’,
arc in other countries. hut were
ea p.
said. "and since science and phiin!
1101:,
f.:1
the
Senior
Bail
s’.
ill
sent invitations
years He explained that this
size,
of
similar
Members arc asked to meet
losophy started at the same time
4n on sale May 7 at the Spartan
I crease in the number of people
Entertainment n ill include
L.S.
ASSUMES
LEADERSHIP
May 9 has licen set as the Lay
1
and science is admittedly more ma- promptly at 8:45 a m. at the Sea
Shop, it Was announced today bv Ilanailan, Samoan and Japanese
living on the earth definitely will
Dr
Vateher
told
the
seniors
anture, then philosophy must he the Scout Base in Belmont. From on which Reed magazine will
James F. Jacobs, Senior CLL.:dancers All foreign students
other reason
higher form."
there both chapters wil leave for go on sale, Jltn Leigh, editor of
adviser.
and their guests are hoofed to
,
interested
in
world
affairs
is
bethe
island
by
boat.
announc-the annual publication,
"The question ’is science high.
"Seniors may obtain these bids
attend.
,
cause
of
the
leadership
which
the
There
will
be
a
fee
of
50
cents
ed recently.
er than philosophy?’ can only be
free of charge, providing they
Members of ISO will meet tot’atited
States
is
assuming
in
Members
are
asked
to
bring
lunanswered by philosophy," he
The stiff has completed i’
have paid their fees," Jacobs said day at 12’30 p.m. in Room 118 of
government
ches.
selection
of
material,
copy
is
at
tla
iontinued, "as well as the most
"Price of the bids to other stuBuilding
The United States contains dents is $3, with a reduced rate the Speech and Drama
important question before man:
Greco Island is a lbw island printers, and proofs are expectrj
Guest speakers will be Juan
seven per cent of the earth’s
’Does God exist, and what is his of salt-brush and muciflats. Dr to arrive this week, Leigh sari
of $2 to the alumni." he added. Aquino. speaking on "Everything
total population, but maintains
relationship. before man?’"
The magazine will feature pieThe seniors will dance to the Strange." Song Ok Sub, on
Harville states that the little is50 per cent of the productive music of Dave Pell
short
land,
located
a
few
miles
off
dent
literary
works,
poems,
Dr. Adler was not able to fully
and his octet "Strange Ghosts of Korea." and
capacity.
between the hours of 9 p m. and I idetotihi Enomoto, - dfseumting
discuss religion as he had to catch shore from Redwood City. is an stories, satire, and a little humor. ; Tickets are tentatively schedulecl to go on sale next week, ac- ; This means that the United 1 a.m. Negotiations are underway
of
the
contents
are
works
however,
expressed
conIdeal
place
for
feeding
and
breedA
part
a train,
he
"KappaThe
Japanese
Elf"
servative opinion on it during the ing of many of the vanishing birds which won places in the Phelan cording to Jim Dunn, student di- !States is looked to by the peoples to obtain singer June Christie for Chairmen for the guest speakers
rector, for the 1956 production of of other countries for leadership the event, according to Jacobs
contest
question and answer period.
of California.
will be Eddy Tsumura and Sooza
Revelries. Theme for the show , and aid. This effects U.S. citizens
It was announced also by Jacobs Kim
, is entitled "On The Nose."
both directly and indirectly, and that senior announcements fioPlans are under way for the
1
this
creates
the
necessity
of
public
The dancing chorus include Fred
graduation are available now
celebration of
International
awareness
of
world
affairs.
Brooks, Harold Hancock, Wayne
the Spartan Shop at a price of
Dar, May 4. which is to br
FORESIGHT
NEEDED
!Abbey. Cherylc Dcl Biaggi, DonIS cents per card
sponsored hv the ISO club
The congressional candidate,
na Acuff, Stella Armento, Diana
Jacobs stated that May 24 n- the
Booths will hc placed around
polfti.’al
science
instructor,
told
Discher, Lila Gier. and Connie ,
date set for Adobe Day "Seniors
the campus to sell food. soft
Maxoell, Featured dancers will the group that the future of the will be excused from classes dur- drinks and article-% from foreign
include Lgnn Brunst and Ed nation--and the worldis at stake ing the afternoon hours to atcountries. Participating clubs inif the general public does riot take tend these activities," he
Tryck.
clude: Hawaiian Club, Circuit%
The singing chorus include Dick interest in world affair:,
Castellano, Orlocel, Student V.
Thornas, Pete Carnegie, Karla 1 He said that the nation, and
French Hon:wary’ Societ% and
Linden, Marlene Tipton, Barbara i its people, must have a "near
ISO.
look and a far vision." That
Tayntor and B. .1 Tedford.
An international stage show will
The leads of the show are por- he said. the ability to see the i:
presented that night at 7:30
trayed by Frank Davidson as 3. mediate future, and at the
ram in Morris Dailey Auditorium
’tine
being
capabte
of
lonk.
Tour gradualian fees are due"
Forbes Robinson and Marion BruPrice for the show will be 50
ward the more distant future .-,
illte’re doe, that is. if .ou cents for students and adults, and
; gnone as Ann Seddelmeir
keeping
our
sense
of
direction
are
a
graduating senior and
J Others in the east are Nancy
25 cents for children.
11.i.en’t paid them vet_
Stephens. Bernie Gardner, Grant world affairs.
Other lands to be represented
The
grduation
sl:i.
Salzman, Benda Oarnicia, Bob
fee of
with the United States are EurI’
1
hr
’tint
of
three
fees.
At’
Montilla, Da No Schmidt, Sur UP ROUNDUP
me. Spain. Hawaii. Guam. Japan,
cor di tic in James r. Jacobs.
Zingler, Bob Gordon. and Crii.
lc PhiSotenes. loani
S:invia
senior
(
lass
Adviser
The
LirThush.
The affair n Ill he clionased
get
part
of
the
fee.
S7
7g.
goes
or.colal
songs,
Fourteen
inclu,,
is ith
dam e to be held in the
into the activity Bind. An adleg %cords an 1 music were wr:
Worneit’s (1,m from I0.1n p m
ditional s1.00 is put into the
te n for the musical by Jim Ka
I,. I a m No adrol.sion u ill he
IuMni fund and the remain,
son, producer of last year’s show
charged a nd soft drinks us ill
JEll ..
ing s’.!?.11 i charged for the
This year the musical, unlike past
he served.
CHORUS AND DANCING members of the 1956
Rose Frink. Karla Linden. Donna Acuff, Connie
diploma.
few performances, will be accom- and Egyiit havc agr«,ri to a ci,,,
Each foreign student will wear
Maxwell. Cheill Del Biaggi,
Da%r Schmidt,
A final deadline for pruiric !he dress of his native country durproduction of Revelries include (standing I.. to
panied by an eight-piece nrches- fire. the United Nations armour, this fee has not been set. "Illou(kneeling L. to R.) Jay Micklcs. Harold Ilan
It.) Dick Thomas, Diana Discher, Lila Gicr,
tra. However the name of the ed yesterday.
ing the day and at the variety
eer. the date must he set soon
The agreement covers a corn Wirfne %bhp:. and Fred Brooks
group has not been announced yet.
Stella Armento, Marlene Tipton, 1.ƒnne firmed,
American students arc
and it prohahlƒ alit
Nias
Choreography iS under the direc- plete cease fire along their much:cd to dress in the fashion of
7."
Jacobs
...lid
lion of Roberta Boone and stage troubled borders, the office of
’n .r descent oi
their Cultural
setting is being handled by Julie the United Nations Truce
nterest.
y
rosivPIfarre
LS ,aid
Organization
Rover.
Script for ’ (1! The Nose" was
INC0311 TAN
X7s( .1
written by Dines. Jim Houston and ,
WASHINGTON Bob Weiss. Prodaction dates have
Me deadline for suhni,J. .’ car- been set for M.is 10. 11, 12 and Noah 1M Mason (R.-Ill int r
C Made
ƒTi’t1111;;111
toons and jokes for the summer , attain the folloai ng weekend. May ect legislation yesterday to
cones will soon be offered to the aver the venture, wnich the Fresh- issue of Luke, eamptis feature
was elected responding %erre! .
And Donna
income taxes a flat 10 per ecii.
17. 18
student body in the Outer Quad. ’ man Class executive
iiit Social Affairs Scherer was elected publicity
Mason, a member of the tax- f,,,,rn..iii
council magazine, has been ex’tended until
Sturgeon.
Freshman
Class
’
Bill
next Thursday, according to Ben.
writing ways & means committee. , Committee at yesterday after- ! chairman
thought up aeveral weeks ago.
President, announced yesterday.
Lou Peterson, editor
said the bill would put an ad- noon’s meeting in the Student ;
Sturgeon stated that the proAny student may enter as many
ditional $3 billion in taxpayers’ Union. However, Morrison’s ap-; Two appointive ()Ulcer.; will be
The snow cones in ’four delicicartoons
or
jokes
as
he
desires
pockets. The loss to the treasury. pointment is not official until the ; chosen at the nest meeting of
ject
should
alleviate
"a
money
ous flavorslime, root beer, orthe Committee, including viceFrith. N1,IN 1 is the last day
All
cartoons
and
jokes
will
he
he wide& could be made up Student Council %%prove* the
will
go
on
fix"
which
has
haunted
the
class
ange and strawberrv,
far graduate students to file through elimination of "the $5 bil- choice at their meeting Wednes- chairman and decorations chairfor publication in thi
considered
10:30
a.m
,
acsince
the
beginning
of
the
spring
sale Monday at
man
their these’, null the Graduate lion yearly foreign aid give-away" day afternoon.
forth coming edition of the feature
.
cording to Carol Natincy, a co- semester.
stud. Mine Room 108. Mrs. or through savings he said would
magatine. Only r.strictions govRobbie Marsh was elected reBill Squires. retiring chairman.
of
the
snow
cone
com,
chairman
secretars. said toThe Clap/. Da ’Ueda)* May 5 erning contributions are that they Carol
be porsible by congressional ad- . cording secretary, and succetats announced to the Committee that
mittee
day
On
MIN
II.
four
hound
Jan
Dusk
car wash project is another money be in good taste and have some
option of the Hoover CommisReid in office.
Sanciret- Dick Crest and his orchestra will
copies of the theses are due.
Miss Nanney and Mary Lou making activity which seems pro- connection with the college or
ion’s government reorganlzatiOn to Is the new treasurer replacing i play for the fall semester Beg
plan,
Tom Morrison, Jan Reid is cur- Dance to be held Sept. 21.
Benson, the other co-chairman, mising, according to Sturgeon.
campus organizations.

’Standing Room Only’
Crowd Hears Adler

} Merlotti Operas
In Last Showings
Tonight, Saturday

Contenders To Vie
For Military Queen

Men’s Glee Club
To Furnish Music
At Alumni Banquet

ISO Program
, To Include
Panel, Party

Dr. Vatcher Speaks To Senior Assembly
On Topic ’World Affairs Are Your Affairs’

Audubon Groups
Plan Field Trip
At Greco Island

Senior Ball Bids
Go on Sale May 7

Reed Magazine
Sales Open May 7

’56 Revelries To
Start Ticket Sates orld
Dunn Announces .

Senior Graduation Fees
Due as Deadline 1813ars

Israel, Egypt Agree
To Cease Hostilities

Freshman Class To Begin Fund-Raising Lyke Needs Jokes;
Snow Cone Sale Monday in Outer Quad Extends Deadline

Social Affairs Committee Elects Officers
Appointments Need Council Approval

Grads’ Theses Due
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What’s Doing

EDITORIAL

Spar-Ten Support
The SJS Student Council recently pledged its support
to the promotion drive for Spar-Ten memberships, but
this is only the first step in the success of this campaign.
It is up to you, the students and faculty of SJS to make
personal contacts, solicit memberships and make SparTen known in the San Jose area.
Spar Ten is n boosters’ organization made up of
alumni and friends of San Jose State who are interested
in the development of its athletic prestige program. In
order to keep up the present standing of our athletics
Within the Pacific Coast Conference we must get support
for Spar-Ten. One hundred per cent of the funds collected
for the organization is used to pay the salaries of foot
ball players working on-campus. Up until the present,
the set salary has been $1.50 per hour, with a maximum
of $75 to be &lined in one month. This year, the salary
rate has been increased by the Pacific Coast Conference
to $2 per hour and a maximum of $100 per month. In
order for SJS to attract high-quality football players to
this college and keep playing the same caliber of football
that it has in the past, it must increase the funds in the
athletic program, and Spar-Ten is the big answer.
The income received at the gate from football games
is not nearly enough to support the athletic program, according to Wilbur Hubbard, director of SJS athletics. Hubbgrd also pointed out that of the $38,000 received annually from the ASB fonds for athletics only $8000 is
used for football.
Anyone may become a member of Spar-Ten by paying the annual fee of $10. Absolutely none of the money
is used to pay any of the Spar-Ten officers or members.
Every cent is used to help deserving athletes.
The campaign for Spar-Ten memberships officially
will be launched shortly, and it is up to you to get behind
the drive by soliciting memberships for this worthy organization.

ot meet-tuts 1
announcements
Chinning Club will meet Sunday at 730 p.m. in the Unitarian
church. 160 N. 3rd St.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship will hear guest sneaker Percy
Hammond at its meeting Monday at 7 p.m. in the Student Union.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship members who plan to attend the
Mission Springs conference should meet tonight at 6 30 o’clock in
front of the Music Building for transportation.
Hui U Kaniaaina iH meet.Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room 7. All
members are requested to attend.
International Students Organization will meet today at 12 :in
p.m. in SD 118
Revelries Board will meet today at 3.30 p.m. in Ted Balgouyen
office
Roger Williams Fellowship will meet Saturday at 8 p.m. at 1069
Franquette.
Student Democrats of Santa Clara County will hold beach party
Sunday. For further information call CV 5-6150.
_ft

HAVENLY FOODS
Out of this World Restaurant

Every Meal a Delight
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
Ban quet Facilities
for
Clubs and Private Parties
OPEN DAILY - - CV 3-1686
Bayshore, just N. of McKee Rd.

See CONNIE

PIZZA

at the

COLLEGE BOWL

354

Under New Management
SNACK PIZZA’S 40c
Spaghetti and Ravioli
Served or to take out
Open Friday and Saturday I 1 a m to 1 a m
FAST SANTA CLARA
CY 7-9961

BISHOP’S COMPANY
Pri--)enting . . .

"The Devil and
Daniel Webster"
By

Do tbsDORNE
’1/4 Mire
. a jazz pianist
of tlaTiollat
tiiown Who also
doubles a.s niusical director for
MGM, will be the featured 1;04,ist in a convert tomorrow night at
the San Francisco Opera House.
Previn studied music at Mills
College in Oakland under modern
classical composer, Darius Milhaud This accounts for the obvious similarity in style between
Previn anti Dave Itrubeek. Brubeck was also one of Milhaud’s
star pupils.

The liknrss betneen the two,
stems from A aoud IJAiC knonledge of chords ..s huh the bulb
use to achieve matertul
effects. The are both excellent
technicimis and appls C Eat:P.114’Sr
forms tri achiese that unique
sound u hich IS
iated with
modern Jazz.
However, the similarity stops

here and personalities take over.
Previn’s type of innovation is not
nearly as brooding as Brubeek’s.
His jazz is lighter and sticks more
to the original score If this is
permitted, Previn is the longer
haired of the two
GERSHWIN SELECTIONS
The concert will consist mainly of a selection of works by
George Gershwin. Andre Kostelanetz will conduct the an Francisco Symphony Orchestra as they
flerform "An American in Paris,"
"The Man I Love" and excerpts
from "Porgy and Bess."
One of the numbers PrevIn
wilt perform milt be "Rhapsody

B

Political Freedom

Returning Professional Group

For Special Occasions

FIRST

METHODIST CHURCH

Sponsored - S.IS Wesley Foundation

cTsc4e

Spartan Shop Prices

Gimelli

AT

Itie san Jose State Rusiness Department has been offered an
unusual opportunity in the field
of purchasing. according to Jack
Holland, professor of biadties,s education at SJS.
A week ago the California State.
County and Municipal Purchasing
Agents’ Association telephaned Holland and proposed that the association’s quarterly magazine.
FACKS TO PRESENT DENNIS "Newsletter" be produced by HolMatt Dennis. iselipot:er of st:ch land’s 8:30 am. Monday, Wednes
tunes as "Angel Eyes" and "Everything Happens to Me," opens
tonight at nicks Dennis plays
the piano and sings in a very
pleasing manner.
Featured rvith Shirt Sabi at
the hungry i is 4 group of singer’, " li aPParentis have made
their mark on Or sam Francesco night-life circle. They are
the Gateway Singers, a local
group ss ho specialize in Negro
spiritual, and folk songs. Seems
EhAt Audiences are coining
AU A ƒ more impressed With
itii.Aieirrititbbosyn.
.d
with the ’’i’s" fair

Gene Lockhart is starring in
the "Reclining Figure" at the
Geary Theater. This is a "good
natured" comedy that concerns
art patrons and a nasty old group
of art dealers, based on a mystery
story by Harry Kurnitz. It’s
Lockhart at his Rest in comedy
JACK HOLLAND
at its best.
. . . Editorial Adviser
ANNIVERSARY WALTZ AGAIN
in Blue " If Kostelanetz gives
This is getting bureing, but day and Friday three unit class in
Prmin
here I go again. Nosy in its 24th modern purchasing practices in infree hand during the
concert, interesting illll ovations
week at the Alcazar theater. the dustry, institutions and governMAN he the outcome.
"Anniversary Waltz" is breaking ment units.
Also included on the same pro- all sorts of San Francisco box
Holland, in conjunction with
gram is Michie Miyagi’s "Sea of office ’records. If it’s run this his purchasing students, u ill edit
Spring" fur koto, flute anti orches- long then it must be good
incoming articles, mimiograph
tra. Shinichi ’,Adze will be featthem. put the magazine together,
Starring
Marjorie
Lord
and
ured on the koto.
and then distribute it in the mail
Hugh Marlowe it concerns the i to subscribers throughout the
celebration of a couple’s fif- I state.’
TELEPHONE."MEDUINF
For those who won’t be able to teenth wedding anniversary.
The association also wants Hot-.
SJS’s presentation of Me- The husband, who celebrates a , land to write an article in each
little
notti’s
The Telephone" and
too much. lets loose with
issue, the first to he published
The Medium." the Opera Ring a few unconventional facts that sometime in May.
in San Francisco will be present- I really disturb his in-laws. The
The entire cost of thespeoperation
ing it this weekend at 123 South ’ comedy uas uritten by Jerome vs-ill be paid for by the association
Van Ness Nothing like competi- Chodorov and Joseph Fields.
The association itself is COM,
tion:
of all purchasing people in
Another comedy is now being posed
the
county. city, water and pouSarah Vaughan. who did such presented at the Theater Arts er districts
and boards of educ
a beautiful job of singing in Colons, concerning the futile at- lion in the state
of California.
oak la nd last Saturday night tempts of a man to make rain
The organization felt it would
with the "Jazz a Is (’arte" ex- The title is "The Rainmaker." a good
for students to
travaganza. opened at the Ma- Written by Richard Nash. it-is an become opportunity
better acquainted with thi
cumba Tuesday. On the same Abbott Abrams production.
real problems of governmental
purchasing, according to Holland
It also felt that the association
could get to know the students better.
Holland says, ’’We already have
placed more people in the organiiation than any other college or
university in the state. As far as
know, this is the first such opportunity any college has had."
Holland and his purchasing
class are no strangers to the association and the purchasing
Dear Thrust and Parry:
This letter will not have to he in too much detail to bring to light field.
Ile was the keynote
aker at
what our--100% owned by the ASH of San Jose State CollegeSpartan
association’s Educational ConShop has to offer in the way of bad bargains. The other day I went the
last month and has many
oser to our Spartan Shop to purchase a sectional navigation map and ference
friends in the group.
liotwed the price was 30 cents. This same map can he obtained from
M the urgent request of the Naany airport for 25 cents As a matter of fact, the 25 cent price is tional Association of Purchasing
printed on the form.
Agents. Holland began his purch- ,
There is also some good proof AIM an-Arra-marntrat-ts-treirtg Nuld aging course. Alter five years it
at twice the original price. I am interested in how my fellow students has graduated over 200 students
feel about this outrageous situation. Is this not getting out of hand? into purchasing positions throughI thought the book store was there to aid the students financiallyhow out the United States.
HIRE GRADS
about you?
The list of industries where S.IS I
Bob NelsonASB 4569
business graduates have been employed includes Owens-Illinois
closer plant, Fibre Glass, Sylvania
Electric, Kaiser, Ford, Standard
Oil, Union Oil, Continental Can,
!tear Thrust and Parry:
It is our firm conviction that college students should have American Can, Western Electric
ihe opportunity to participate in political activities of their own choos- System and many positions on the
of California Hospital
oig. If our great democracy is to continue to successfully fight the University
staff. Also in Columbia-Geneva
’hreat of Communism, we must alert ourselves to its dangers; we
Steel, Bethlehem Steel and in the
must fully take into consideration the political privileges we have. I.os Angeles area
lust imagine how happy the Russians, Rumanians. Albanians, HunThe first man ever to be pick.:arians and all the people of the Communist captise states would be ed by Continental Can aas Robit they were afforded the opportunity of freedom of choice under their ert Whithurn, a 19,54 graduate
who received a two year trainoolitical systems.
ing program and then secured
The general apathy of the American people toward active partici
position in the compna,y.
nation in political affairs is tiffsturbing. Isn’t our American birthright his
Since then the company has
in itself enough reason to exercise political responsibility? Our precious taken a number of SJS students.
liberties have been enhanced by our two party systein, and if we don’t
The lowest salaries at which the
svork to strengthen our two major political parties, we do not deserve students started was $325 a month
us.
’tte great benefits that our liberties afford
in 1950, but today the lowest salary
$350 a Month, while the highest
If you believe that the Democratic Party represents your govern- is
is $400. One man last year started
mental philosophy, we urge you to join with the Student Democrats out at $425.
of Santa Clara County, in their effort to spread the vocal position of
PUBLISHES BOOR
the student element, thus raising to prominence the concepts and
Last fall Holland published "An
ideals of government as the college student sees them. Join the S D’s! Outline of Purchasing," which now
is being used by many colleges and
Sincerely,
universities on the Pacific Coast.
Bob IlickASB 5789
He is in the process of writing a
Anthony Tynell -ASB 506
text for the course
Robert Matson ASH 8686
According to Holland. "There
Donna Lee liarnard--ASI1 10779
Is a definite need for more womEileen GertrnanianASB 9944
en in the purchasing profession
Don Schaeffer - A811 2335.
at the present time. As a matter of far I. a woman is head

Stephen Vincent Benet
Friday, April 21st at 8 p m

billing is BAT Milton.
s) Li.i yrna mash- tier first appearance on the %%est Coast la,t
Tuesday when she opened at the
Black Hawk. This is one of Steve
discoveries. who. from all
reports, is destined for big things
Must of her appearances have
been confined to the East Coast
where she played the role of
"Bloody Mary" in the Broadway
production of South Pacific. She
also has appeared Hi New York
nightclubs.

San Jose State Business Class
To Publish Quarterly Magazine

Floral Artist
Special consideration to
students
Third and Santo Clara - CY 5-4931

CAR WASH

Approved Minit-Man Service
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH CO.
77 S. MONTGOMERY ST.
OPEN DAILY - SUN A Al

The
WESTERNER

Spartan Daily

-

A M AUTO REPAIR
General Auto Repair
Nydramatics-A-Specialty Student Rates
156 E. San Salvador Son Jose
Cs 5-4247

ED’s
Hole In The Wall
Completely Renovated
open 7 days a week
7 A.M. - 10 P.M.
Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
1610 E. Santa Clara
Between 33rd & 34th

San Jose State College
Entered as second class moor April
24, 1934, at San Jose. Calif , under
the act ol March 3, 1879. Merfibe,
Califoinia Newspaper Publishers’ Association.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose State College
e xcept Saturday and Sunday, during
the college year with one issue during
each final examination period.
Telephone, CYpress 4.6414-Editor.
lot, Ext. 210, Advertising Dept. Ext,
211.
Subscriptions accepted Only on a
remainder-al school year basis. In full
semester, $3, in Spring semester,
Ei I .50.
Press of the Santa Clara Journal
1440 Franklin St . Sunto (Lira. Calif.
Editor
JIRRI LEE HUNT
Basin., Manager
HARRY SAGE
Day Editor
JANET BRUCE
News Editor .
Wilbur Sims
Sports Editor
Pete MeckI
Society-Fine Arts Editor Barbara White
Assistant
Diane Co:Mused
Copy Desk Chief
John Keeling*,
Feature Editor
Shelby Tree
Wire Editor .
.Rais Sabot
Photo Editor
Simon Steinreich
Exchange Editor
Vince Perrin
Librarian
Lu Vondrembs
REPORTERS
Bob Barker, Janet Brims, Thomas
&toffy, Clark Biggs, Gary Sutler, Fred
Claire, James Kaltenbach, Don Nash,
Dick O’Connr, Don Osbern, Larry
Reese, John Spalding, James Sims,
Eleanor Tognoll, Don Sheets, Leigh
Vienne’s, Dawn Ewing, Harold W11.
liarnson, Bill Howarth,
ADVERTISING STAFF
Office Manager MARY PAT JAMESON
Allen Hahn, John Howard, Joel
Saffron, Roy ’Merman, Cynthia Clark,
Jerk Cummings, John Elliot, Barb Fischer, Terry Sweeney, Dick Hurlbut’,
Henry Hustedt, Joan Henderson,
Wayne Halbert, Joseph Knnedy,
Leslie Lyons, Charles Leider, lark
Erickson, Robert Mantel!, Eleanor Vslentc Dick Russel.

For Those Trips
To the Beach
Get a Car at
388 KEYES

ROBERT LAWS
,S1’,,,10ƒ1

11 P1101011, tip

288-90 Park Ave. CY 5-9215
Free Parking in Rear

PARKING
Late for Class?
We Park It For You
I; I Er,Ike
Li.duication

T C P

Silva’s Shell
fourth

and

Arross

from Student Onion

Can fernondo

That Car of Yaw

DIRTY?
Get it MI !ten]
9:30 SATURDAY
APRIL 21

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
CAR WASH
234 S 1 1 th St

McIntyre’s Barbeque Pit
famous for

Choice Oakwood Barbecued Meats
Beef
Ham
Spareribs
Beef Sandwich
. Baked Potato & Sauce
. Vegetable Salad
Barbegued Beans
15 South 11th Street

CV 4-4834

HEY MAC!
Don’t look now ...
but Summer’s
just around
the corner

TIME TO
TAKE A BREAK
. . . (Ind think about it Cireyhound Individual Vncation es Escorted Tour.
See your Greyhpund (gent or ?ravel bole. for ...Lahti yocotton or
folders Plan NOW for Summer? . . . for weekends at home, holidays,
and group trips, go the low tuft lusury Way . . Cw GreybOundl
LOWEST OF FARES FROM SAN JOSE TO:
Banff
Vancouver
. 18 95
31
Sian Diego . . , 7 50
Washington D C 53
Denver
. . . 22 80
Chicago
41
PLUS US.

Restaurant
For an Adventure in Fine Western Dining

Spartan Special .. $1.35

of the purchasing depaitment of
Columbia-Geneva Steel.
"Many boards of education and
institutions such as hospitals hotels and restaurants ask for women to handle their purchasing."
NAPA HELPFUL
Edward Chambers, secretary of
the Northern California Branch of
the National Association of Purchasing Agents, has been extremely
helpful in finding jobs for SJS
graduates, according to Holland.
The NAPA has presented the
SJS library with several textbooks In the field of purchasing.
The objective of Holland’s class
is to instruct students in modern
purchasing practices jiti industry,
institutions and government units.
CLASS AIDS SALESMEN
Emphasis is placed upon limper
buying techniques, the place of the
purchasing department in business
and government, and the various
methods of procurement.

17 E SANTA CLARA ST.
PHONE CV 3-8058

Our Desert Room Available for Luncheons & Banquets

Return Trip 20% loss . . . on round trip tickets

Go Greyhound

65
00
65
Tait
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Science Department ’Zoo’
Features Tropical Fish

BA(-2Vc4

PATRONIZE YOUR1
ADVERTISERS

By .11SPIKALIT’Sti U 11

ROTC Has Purpose
Dear Thrust and Parry:
In reference to the frustrated’
Ideas and thoughts of Leo Fancy
and his cohorts, we feel that the
ROTC programs on this campue
serve a definite and important
purpose toward the protection of
Nveli-trained leaders of the future.
It is evident that these trouble
makers are not the last bit interested in the welfare of their
families or the freedom that they
enjoy each and every day in this
country. It takes only a few of
this type of person to start the
roots of Communism growing on
this campus.
It is a shame that the work
of the smsII number of men
in the services of this country,
ii ho have dedicated their lives
and Um? teeard the protection

of their own, is so light!) Liken
allti so unappreciated.
It might th, id interest to thc-e
people, who are so blind that
they cannot see what the ROTC
programs are doing, that the
courses that the men in these
programs undertake are much
more rigorous than some of the
courses offered by other departments of the college. These programs are producing leaders; people who can -think straight when
the going gets tough. These men
are capable of coping with problems whenever and wherever
they may arise.
It is a sorry lot that bites the
hand that feeds and protects them
and their own
It might ORO be of interest
to these uninformed individuals
that the ROTC programs on
this college crnipus are purely
voluntary. The men connected
with these programs are not
thinking of themselves, but of
the future of all the people who
take everything for granted.
So if it wouldn’t be too much
bother, a closer look at the situation should be taken before
such thoughts are generated.
let alone sent In for public

presentation.
Looking at the quality of the

men attached to the ROTC units
here at San Jose State College,
It should lae the flutaL01.
students to be proud of the men
In these units just as they are
proud of their athletes.
It should be noted by all that
this is sure a wonderful country
to live in where people can use
the freedom of speech to turn
down the freedoms that do exist.
Ules Jorgensen ASH 7736
Ronald Derbyshire ASB 6349
Oscar Diessner Jr. ASB 6242

Upholds ROTC Program
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Upon reading Thrust and Parry
of April 18, I was astounded at
the short-sightedness of a few
Individuals (end I hope it only
is a few) who completely abhor
the ROTC program and even denounce it as un-American.
They raise the primary objection that the ROTC contributes
nothing to our American tradition
or way of life. The truth of the
matter is that these few, select
individuals are pursuing a rigorous four year course for the sole
purpose of better defending the
American populace, even those
Who abhor its program and meth
ode. I feel these so-called "anti
Militarists" have grossly tally, I
to examine the purpose of the
program, let alone its merits. The
most casual observer can easily
see the sense of responsibility,
dignity and undisputed loyalty
that Ls engendered on our campus
I question that a state institution has the right, being tax
supported. to refuse courses to
any large minority which will
contribute to the educational interest of that minorit). The military profes.sion is one of the
oldest, and to deny a student
the right to take courses to his
liking in the military profession
is comparable to denying courses
In any other profession.
The momentous decision to re-

yew
tain ROTC took full cognizance
of the fact that we can only be
at peace or war and which ever ’
Ls the case Darwin’s theory of
survival of the fittest still applies
Of course you can’t run a military outfit like a fraternity beer
bust. There has to be someone
to call the hard ones.
I recommend that those few
anti-militarists think More of loyalty to the United States and
forget the few months they spent
cleaning Cl cans and Genie captianof the head.
Charles Irwin
ASH 7288
Joe Vallenari
9844
BC’?
Richard Greeno
Scott Mize
796,
Robert I.uetgens
7073
Peter Sarnmet
8709
Robert Hawes
7797
McKinney
George
7279

pensive, being such a rare tr,,
SJS’s Science Department "Zoo" fish, Dr. Smith said.
They are found swimmiog 0(1
continues to grow and grow.
the Aru islands in the East InIt is seldom that one animal
that the so-called militarists are I pored to defend their country in
dies and as far south as the
holds the title of -latest arrival"
not here, "but on the campus of ! time of crisis.
Pacifi,
for
very
long
New
animals
keep
University
California
"
Preparation
is
the
prime
aim
of
the
of
Nettdiet is knits)
both their
Thiii I doubt. too. for our all the reserve programs In the replacing thp old ones at record
breeding habits And little is
purism’s Mr. Rosin:than should United States and I believe they speett
frill%
AbUlidAllt the,*
either retravt his statement Pub- litre wrong, who condemn the
The latest "arrivals" are two
licly. for it is in direct contradic- preparation or the methodology
fish
shire it fights with
those of its min kind. Authorition to that on which the entire
employed as Fascistic
Dascyllus AnlafillSMore (.4.111ties suspect the’, Are limited in
article is founded. Or reroanise
Perhaps some fail to realize manly known as Black and Whit,.
eve,, in their 111.11ULII
himself and his "followers few" that it is only this preparation Damsel Fish.
a.4 the %MAI uniformed minority
habitat.
that will continue to protect all
that they are
their freedoms, including the
As their name suggests, the’,
These fish enjoy a fair protairIt is my desire that the ROTC of the press!
are white striped in black. The
lion of meals consisting of chop
continue to train not only those
Richard A RPefte markings
are %ere striking.
tied clam, but will not eat drs
who seek the military professionASR 8887
These hale aquatic :1111111AI% are
ally, but those who will be preArmy ROTC Cadet Cmdr.
about tu4) inches long, guile
flasti
iii appearance ;And alstasis "on the go."
liejr Thrirst anti Parry:
This particular kind of fLst!
Do the critics of the Glee Club realize that in a culture such as
unsurpassed by any that
.
created
for
everybody
whether
he
be
(airs there is some enjoyment
rich. middle class or poor; be it in music, ail or prose Or do they known It lives as well as !
other fresh water fish, and
have a constitution that restricts music and its sisters to the "select?" easy to feed,
according to I ’
I’d be willing to wager that if the same concert Were to be played Ralph A ’Smith, professor of
in the parking lot on a rainy day, there would’t even be standing logy, who ordered the fish re,
room. A toast to Mr. Lease and his gang for the cheer tho’ve brought ly.
to many hearts.
The Black and Whit.e
is a rare fish that seldom is seen
Marty LukeASH 11648.
by man. They also are quite CS

a

are.

Look Sharp ...
Be Sharp ...
nottop, - C
Buff

Club Barber Shop

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Your editorial of Marcti 22
shed. light on is condition that
should never exist on a campus
this size, and the April 18 letter
deploring militarism indicated
one of the reasons ushy it does.
The writer is a graduate of the
AFRCYI‘Cy program, has been on
active duty and has the following
to offer:
Let’s face It gentlemen! unless you’re not physically fit
Or have good political pull, the
"militarists" have you scheduled for at least once in your
life time. In view of your degree,
wouldn’t it be more appropriate to be receiving a base pay
of S222 30 instead of $53.20?
(These figures da not include
other allowances.)
Your prestige as a college graduate also is involved. Just ask
any ex-GI what RHIP meant to
himRank Has Its Privileges. We
must admit that all is not a bed
of roses for a lieutenant but at
least you’d be getting only sorne
of "it."

...5 Barbers ...
68 E. SAN FERNANDO

Vesuvio s
SANTA CLARA

Opening Soon

t,otti,111,1

Roper, amr,

PIZZASPAGHETTIRAVIOLI

propounds...

1E Caesar -we-re alive today...
he would probably switcli. Co RLACK!

ex-First Lieutenant, USAF,
ASR 11648.

Still More ROTC
Dear Thrii,t and Parry:
With reference to your article
of the April 18 issue, entitled
"Deplores Militarism," I can
sincerely say that I was surprised to see this group of supposed students expressing such
irrational, !nosed and even slanderous viewpoints.
The ROTC, though "threatened"
on this campus. Is in my opinion
here to stay It will and should
remain a significant part of any
male student’s curriculum, because it encourages, not supresses, intelligent free thought and
fosters the traits of good leadership which seldom are developed
In any other aspect of academic
college life.
As for militarists on this camps. Mr. Bosmajian should recall
a conversation.in which he agreed
Open all 1 PM
Din

by Candlelight at th

HOUSE OF PIZZA
.. All Kinds of Pizza
. .
395 Almaden Ave
CY 7-99011
Where You Get Your Moneys Worth-

Roos has the best selection in theWal44
LEVIS -- no description needed 3.65
DENIMS
DENIMS
CHINOS

4.95
-- brand new, in gray 4.95
-- suntan khakis 4.95
-- the popular faded blue

BUCKLE-BACKS;-- polished cotton 7.95
FLANNELS -- browns, grays, charcoals 15.65
GABS

-- tans, gray or brown

PLEATLESS

FLANNELS

$20

-- buckle back $20

FLANNELS -- more, and even better $20
GAB.

15!: oz. heavy gab, tan brn, blue $25

FLANNELS -- still more, the best: $25
DAK3 -- I dreamed I went walking in my... 29.50

And he couldn’t find a better selection than the Roos collection (of
slacks): .Whatever the selson, whatever the need, whltever the price

Roos has slacks that satisfy:

it
CHINESE FOOD
Or

FRIED CHICKEN
For
HOME SERVICE
Phone CV 5-1186
or come to the

CHINESE KITCHEN
998 North 4th
Next to Dick’s inner Market
emswomeitlem

se:vice

Something New Has Been Added

Praise for Glee Club

3044 EL CAMINO

Rank Has Its Privileges!

Personalized

Nobody (but you) knows the campus like

Km

19440,

First at Santa Clara

Stanley vs. Spurrier Saturday
MilSinepsen

10)

4
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440Ross

San

0

3

6

(Si) , Parish ISJI,

Totes 101

Scoreboard

(LI), Spurrier

1180Stanley
101. Pion 101.

5

220Gƒardine

TODAY’S

9

EVENTS

IS11,

Jose et UST, 3

p.m..
3 p

(Si),

Hacks

Ross 1511

WO

Hurdles RedernaLer
San Jose Frosts at San Mateo J C
101, Schmidt 1S.11, Manchester
Tennis San Jose vs Santa Clara at ISJ).
Bockesto Park, 2 p rts
low HurdlesParish
(S.1).
TOMORROW’S EVENTS
Trock

Son

Jo, vs

Spa tan FeeId,

1

30

Olympic

p

Club at

1.14

Baseball Son Jose at San Orono:co
Slat. 12 go,,eal 12 30 p ta.
Swimming Son Jose at Col Agq is

Oedemata*, MI. Schmidt (S1).

3

6

Two Ml.Simpson (0),Hutsbard IS.’), Thornton 101.

6

3

4

5

9

0

5

4

5

4

Shot PutHetkes

ISJ1, Was-

set" 101, Renfro 10)
(SJ1.

Relays, Davis, 2 p as

Morino,’

15.11, hobo 10).
SUNDAY S

EVENTS

JaveinYoung

Judo San Jose in PAAU at Polo Alto
YESTERDAY S

RESULTS

None

(0).

Long

JumpRasetto

(0).

101, Bugge 101
High

Presley 101. Ellis 1S.H.
B reed JumpLewis (0). Ellis
Green (Si)

iSJ.,

Pole

Vault

Rhodes

ART CLEANERS

RelaySan

Barnes

101

Lippe ISJI
Jose State

Totals

0

5

63

68

ONE HOUR SERVICE
Including Saturdays
15’. Discount with your
A S B

Swimmers Enter
Relays Saturday
San Jose’s varsity swimming,
team will compete in the Califor
nia Aggies Invitational Swimming
Relays Saturday at Davis. Starting
time has been set at 2 p.m.

Card

Art Work by
ART CLEANERS

398 East Santa Clara

Coach Charley Walker disclosed
yesterday that a full team will be
entered Saturday. In their last
meet, the mermen lost, 50-34, to
Arden Hills Swim Club of Sacramento.

ROHR
AIRCOAFT CORPORATION
WORLD’S LARGEST PRODUCER OF READYTO-INSTALL POW-R-PAX FOR AIRPLANES

will be on this campus

INTERVIEWING
GRADUATING
ENGINEERS
APRIL 23 and 24

-

Rohr Aircraft Corporation, leading builder of
ready-to-install Pow-R-Pax for airplanes and
over 3 0,00 0 other aircraft parts, offers you
long-range, diersified projects that assure you
a challenging career with maximum security,
With oƒer 8,000 employees. Rohr is a large
aircraft concern with excellent personal and
job benefits.
And sunny Chula Vista, on the bay just 9
miles south of beautiful San Diego, brings
you wonderful Southern California living in a
near-perfect, year. round climate with beaches,
mountains, desert, Hollywood and Old Mexico
all within minutes.
Arrange TO discuss your future at Robe with
mit Rohr representative, Mr. Ned DeWitt. Ste
your Placemtnt Director now for a personal
intersiew.
WORLD’S LARGEST PRODUCER OF READYTOINSTALL POW-R -PAX FOR AIRPLANES

Gene’s Rendezvous
Now Completely Remodeled

By PETER MECKEI.
Sports Editor

(SJ), Arnet )01,

Hushow
100Hicks

Baseball

SJS

Thornton

101. Frasier 101.

to School

CY 4-2324

Winged 0 Invades
Spartan Cinderpath

Spartans 68, O.C. 63?
CC

Ride

UNITED TAXI

Lang Stanley and Lon Spurner will resume their halfmile duel
tomorrow afternoon in a race that could produce a World 880 record, but more than likely the clocking will just be good enou5h to
heat the meet and Spartan field record of 150.1.
The race between the two big guns and the meet which pits
the Spartans against the Olympic Club figure to be closo with records
V
capable of being shattered in most events. Field events will start at
serving the some
1:30 o’clock with the mile run leading the track program off at 2
delicious food
o’clock.
Spurrier. holder of the World’s record for the halfinile at 1..47.5,
Featuring was on the doubtful list earlier in the week as it was thought he
Choice Grade
might participate in a Hawaiian AAU meet this weekend.
However, Olympic Club coach Dink Templeton announced yesterday
Complete DinnersS1.35 up
Ito44%4W1110*
Spurrier
would be in San Jose for the meet. Two other Winged ()
;
1595 So. First St.CY 3-9821
stars will miss the affair. Distance ace Lowell Zellers is in Hawaii
while Parry O’Brien. World shot
.4’...111110
put record holder, is participating
in the Kansas Relays
I
Spartan coach Bud Winter announced Stanley would run only
the 880 against the Olympic
Club. However. there is a possi
1.0.S SPURRIER. World Record Olympic Club ace %ill have
hility Spurrier may try to double
yard
run
at
plenty
of
tomorrow
holder for the 880
competition
In both the mile and halfmile.
shown
breaking
the
San
when
he
Spar1:17.5. is
tangles with the
Last week he ripped off a 4:10
Jose
State Field Record last tan’s I.ang Stanley. The two riclocking in the mile and then
year when he scored an uncon- vals may bring each other dawn
came back to win the 880 in
tested victory in 1:50.1. The close to a new World’s mark.
1:51.9.
Since the Olympic Club apear,
to have the mile sewed up with
Such aces as Len Simpson, Len
Thornton and Toni Frazier, Templeton may let the former California star concentrate on the min
The two have met on severa
occasions in the past with Stanlec
prevailing about as many times a,
Spurrier. M’inter reports timer.Hoping to increase their winning streak to a r.eason.4 high of six will get official 800 meter clock
straight, Spartan hasehdlers will meet the University of San Francisco ings as well g the 880 yard time.Dons in San Francisco at :4 p.m. tod.q. San J050 will round out just in case a fast time is retie
Treat yourself: Shave 25c
CENTS
schedule with a double header at San Francisco State off,

Seeks Sixth Straight

SJS Nine on Road
For Weekend Tilts

HAIRCUTS AT MOLERS

the week’s
tomorrow.
Tuck Halsey (-2) will start on the hill for Coach Walt William,’
nine in today’s game. San Inv.e defeated the Dons, 9.7 early this month
Bob Borghesani (4-1) will start
for San Jose in tomorrow’s opener against San Francisco State
with Hal Kolstad (I-3) or Bill
Johnson (1-0) slated to see action
in the nightcap The San Joseans
own narrow 3-2 anci 4-3 wins
over the Gators when the two
clubs met earlier in the season.
The Spartans who have won 11
out of the 18 grimes played. have
a resounding’ .311B team batting
average over the season. The cornPosite hitting of their opponents
is .247.
Dick Roza continues to pace
the SJS hitters with a meteoric
533 batting average Though he
was inserted in the lineup late in
the sca.son, the Spartan rightfielder has driven in 11 runs to
rank among the team leaders in
that department. Jerry Clifford
has the highest average for the
Spartan full-timers with a lofty
.413.
Chuck Reynolds. State’s fin,leftfielder, has continued his ho’
batting streak through the week,
upping his average to .355. Reynolds slammed out his seventh
home run during the COP game.
to break the school mark lie set
, last week. He also drove in six
runs against the Tigers, on Tuesday, increasing his run output to
24 for the season. State’s R131
record which stands at 28, is in
definite peril as Reynolds continues his long ball clouting.

TUCK HALSEY

Baseball Statistics
Batting

Statistics

Player

AS
15

H

HE

Rosa

8

0

Clifford

75

5

Reynolds
Rahrenng

e2
BO

31
22

RBI
Pc)
11
.533
.113
14

7
2

24
12

.355
.3311

Winstead

59

19

1

6

.322

Borghesali
King

32

10
11

0
0

6
7

.313
306

20

0

14

.294

36
60

Hedger,

In their last outing, the Spar- Seasley
tans pounded out 16 hits to over- Halsey
whelmingly defeat College of Gilbert
Pacific, 17-2. Lefty Borghesani Parrott
Deeths
meted out only two hits through
Johnson
the five innings he worked to get
Kolstad
credit for the victory.
Coach Williams will start his
, usual lineup of Clifford behind
the plate, Halsey, pitcher; Ed
King, first base; Stan Beasley.
second base; Don Hodgen. third
base and Bill Rahming, shorLsti5p.
Reynolds starts in left field, Joe
Winstead in center and Roza in
right.

Umpires Needed
ƒ,:.,
t Apt rtt !lee as a
softball umpire is asked to report to Intramural Director Charlie Hardy or Bill Perry in the
NIen’s Gym. Play in the intramural softball league is set to
,rt Mond,-
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tVinter is confident stank.
can take Spurrier. Ile said, "I’d
never bet against Stanley. Ile
only puts out when he has to,
but then he is plenty tough to
beat."
While most of the eyes will he
on the Stanley-Spurrier duel, the
battle for the team dual meet win 1
ner should prove interesting From
all indications the outcome will
not be decided until the relay,
which should give the Spartans the
edge.
Several of the Spartan track.
men should blossom into their
seasonal best form, according to
Winter. The San Jose mentor expects 0. W. Rhodes to clear 14
It, for the first time this year.
while quartermilers Al Ross and
Jim Ilushaw have been whipping
off fast clockings in practice. Win
ter hopes the former will approach
his all time best of 483
Sprinter Ron Giardina and
distance man Don Hubbard only
will go in one race. Giardina is
set to run in the 220 where he
has done :21.3, while Hubbard
only will see action in the two
mile,
The hurdles could prove to be
the key to the meet. The Spartans
are without the services of Bob
Harrison in the high sticks which
means the Olympic Club’s Ted
Rademaker should win. However.
tho Spartans’ Wiley Schmidt and
Quentin Manchester have been
looking good. In the low barriers
(Continued on Page

Moler Barber College
41 West San Fernando
open 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sjt

50
All
Work
Supervised
by Licensed
Instructors

There’s a bright career for you as a

TWA
America’s

rootd

Hostess

Imagine yoursalf winging your way to
fascinating cities . . or spanning the oceans to
Eivopean eispiterin on the silver Iring,
of the orld’s finest airliners! Yes,
this mould happen to you? khead
of you lies an exciting, profitable
futtwr, as a TW’A hostees. You earn
ts, you learn with TWA. Y011
fly free on your TWA pass You
"amass
tweet new people, malie new friends
If yu
o can meet these
qualificagons . . are between
20-27: are 5 ’2 to 5 13- and weigh
between 100 and 133 11.. . . .
2 yearN of college OT equivalent,
busirtres experirore or nurse’s training
.. have a clear oumplexion
good vision ... no glasses
and are unmarried .. then begin
’
your rarefy NS a TVS A hosIntua
I,y roma, ting
Mr. C. E. McBride
TWA Suite, Sir Francis Drake Hotel
SAN FRANCISCO
FRIDAY, APRIL 27
10 a m. to 3 p.m.

TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

51

N REmo,s
An Epicurean Delight

Pitching

G
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tea

0

300

4

1

796

5
1

2

9

0

1

3 76
4 1c
1 77

2

0 0

10 35

Play."
Kline

1

3

Ilrghleni
Halsy

8
9

41

14

29

Kolstad

8

52
10

22
14

31
33

Johnson

4

15

3

Patron

2

E

9

1

3

I.ang Stanley, San Jo.se Stai,
track star, held the NationaL Pica,
880 yard run record of L53.9 from
1950 until 1954. Stanley ran f,,I
Jefferson !tills School in

STATE MEAT MARKET
WHOLESALE - RETAIL
ARMOUR

MEAT

POULTRY

&

STAR

PICNIC 15 lb. can
maCatt tolloottr.m.
Chola Vista and Riverside, Colifiere,"

$2.89

IRISH ,(AN

GROUND BEEF (3 lb., for $1 00)

Lb

35c

IRISH. (LAN

PORK SAUSAGE

Lb. 25c
150 E. SANTA CLARA

It’s still our pleasure to extend 10’,. discount to students

SAN REMO
SAN JOSE

SAN REMO CARA’S
of
LOS ALTOS

218 Willow
CY 4-4009

(On El Camino)
YOrkshire 7-2570

of

SAN REMO
in
FARMER’S MARKET
Hillsdale

-

?
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Track Moat

ATO Whips
Spartans Favored Theta Chi
Over Olympic Club 54 to 37

(continud

from tiage 41

9 in. and 218
tircene’s
been 217 ft.
last year he
in.

State’s Van Parish is !he favorite,
but Rademaker coold surprise.
San Jose’s Lynn Greene, one of
the finest collegiate javelin throwers in the country. has his work
cut out. In all probability he will
not be able to place against a
corps of outstiulding clubmen,
beaded by Cy Young, 11)52 Olympic Games Champion.

ft. 9 in. respeclise,
best this year has
7’2 in., although
tossed 231 ft. 911

jSeveral dual meet records are
in danger. Simpson ahould get the
mile mark of 4:18, while Ross is
good bet to snap the 440 mark
of 49 5. Both Sifnpson and Hub.
bard have an excellent chance to
get under Cecil Cole’s two mile
Young has thrown 242 ft. 9
mark of 9’43.9, while Olympic
in. this year, while teammates Club’s Fred Barnes of Young could
Leo Long. john Rogge and Dick ’ snap the pole vault and
Javelin
Righter base hit 241 ft., 23o ft. ’ marks

OPEN THURS. EVENING

’TIL 9

Cotton is King!

Frosh Baseballers
To Face San Mateo

Following a ’7 3 victory over
James Lick High on Wednesday.
the freshman baseball team will
take on San Mateo Junior College
today at 3:00 at San Mateo.
Coach Bill Gustafson has select. ed Jim Schmiedt to do the pitching and will start Don Christian’ (11 behind the plate.
!
At first base will be Gene An- j gins; Bill Harvey, second base;
t Bill Collins, third’base; aud Maury
’ Hill, shortstop. Run Citta, leftfield;
(4.,rge Sanders, centerfield; and
nattily Brown, rightfield.

11,

, Netters Play Host
Ii. To Broncos Today

SIZES
ONLY
HOUSE OF NINE
44 E

San Antonio
between
First & Second

First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)

Let’s Go To Church

Worship Service
Disciples fellowship

11.00 a m.
$6.30 p.m.

1/2 block N. of campus 6n Sill Sr.

USE YOUR MIND
Sunday 1045 am
Studio Theater-- 376 S

1o

"LICKING THAT TIRED
FEELING"
THURS. 800 PM
142 W San Carlo,,

"DEMONSTRATING
SUCCESS’.
Speaker
DR WAYNE KINTNER

Science of Mind

REST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
60 North Third Street
Rev. Phil W. Barrett-Postor
SUNDAY, APRIL 22
Worship Service at 11 a m. College
Class 9:30 am. Colvin Club at 6 p.m.
Supper-Discussion- Worshtp
-You Are Cordially Invited-

TRINITY
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Ii NORTH SECOND STREIT
Sunday Ser.i.es
8 00 a rn Holy Communion
9 JO o rn C huri h School
cind Family Servn
(Holy Communion on 3rd Sunday!
11.00 a m. Morning Prayer
and Sermon
(Holy Communion on 1st Sunday!
6 JO Canterbury Club
Th. Rev. Mark tlflonbark, DO.. Rector
This Rev. Stuart Anderson, Assistant

BETHEL CHURCH
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
224 MERIDIAN ROAD

A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
gin/ICES,
SUNDAY SCHOOL
SUNDAY SCHOOL
WORSHIP SERVICE
WORSHIP SERVICE
YOUTH MEETING
EVANGELISTIC SERVIrE

9 00
10 00
10 00
1! 00
6 30
7 30

A M.
AM.
A M.
M
P.M’
PM

THOMAS G SUTTONPastor

WELCOME
STUDENTS

FACULTY

PERSONNEL

To The Downtown Church Where You’ll Get Something
Genuinely Helpful
You’ll Find A Live College Group That You’ll Really Enjoy

Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
11
9
6
7

00-MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
30-COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
1 5-COLLEGE TIP C CLUB
JO-EVENING SERVICE

DR CLARENCE SANDS - REV. MERLE ROARS
JAMES MONTGOMERY, MINISTER Of CHURCH EDUCATION
REV DAVID NEWS - YOUTH DIRECTOR

Two blocks

BAPTIST CHURCH

from campus
2nd and San
J’ersonol counseling by appointment - CT 56391

Teresa Signs Contract
To Play for Vancouver
Tony Teresa, quarterback of the
After a sensational career at
I aii Jose State football team for Hartnett K. the 5 ft 9 in.. 180
the last tao years, and named the pound Salinas boy came to SJS
outstanding player on the 1955
’quad. has signed J contract for and won the starting signal callan undisclosed amount with the ing post early iii the 1954 season
%%menus cc. B C lions of the es At Hartnett, Tony ciw selected on
nadian Prolessiunal League.
he JC All-American team and led
Teresa, overlooked in the draft the Salinas school through 20 con
by American professiunal teams. secutne
undefeated games, in
will report to the Lions fur prac- eluding the 1953 Junior Hose Bowl
tice in July
game.
UMW

at

Theta Chi jumped into an
earls II 8 had only to See %TO
iinne back to lake a short lased
ads antage on field goals
Lis l’at Francisco and Dolt Rye.
Stan KiLstrom put Theta Chi
back in front 13.12 aith s jump
shot. but Bill Benson inuntered
%%Rh a tang set, and ATu %LIS
ahead to stay.

.

The game remained close until
the final moments of the first half
when Rye. Benson and Phil Monteith dropped in consecutive baskets to give the winners a 27-19
halftime lead.

Antonio

Teresa, one of the best defensive backs in recent Golden Raider
history, will be a candidate fur
that position with the Lions. Because of his running ability. he
also may be
used on offense in
the Canadian style of football Football, north of the border, allows
only three attempt; to make a first
down, and as a result, a running
quarterback becomes a necessity
"I expect the competition to be
tough up there as they are allowed only 12 Amerleaas per
team." Tony said. "1 have heard
that about 20 American players
have already signed."
Teresa said that many of the
players signed by the Lions are
Californians, with numerous former UCLA stars included. Paul Cameron, Rommie Loudd, Primo Villanueva, and Steve Palmer are the
ex.Bruifts signed. while Joe Long,
former Stanford center, will also
he a candidate for the Vancouver
!Pam.

,9

ATO blew the game wide open
in the middle of the second half.
With the score. 37-31, four quick
field goals pushed the margin to
45 31 with six minutes left, and
the game was as good as over.
Theta Chi’s Bud Silva and Rye
tied for high scoring honors with
14 points apiece

Totals

Ii 1 37

Judoists To Defend
Senior PAAU Title
Against Six Foes
San Jose State will defend its
Senior PAAU judo title against
six teams at Palo Alto High school
Sunday afternoon at 1 p.m.
’

Teams entered in the Pacific
Amateur Athletic Union judo tournament are the University of California, San Jose Buddists, Fresno,
Stockton, Oakland, and Palo Alto.
As was the case in the state
chaMpionship, held here two weeks
ago, California U. will be the only
college judo team participating besides SJS. All of the other teams
are of amateur standing.
Coach l’osh Uchida has 14
Spartan judoists entered in the
tournament, who will compete
In three of the four weight caterguries.
Jack Crawford, Ken Orel). Jack
Norton and Will Manger Of SJS
are in the heavyweight class; Mel
Augustine, Ro Wauer. Ben Campbell, Chuck Babcock, Roy Kimura,
Mike Ruth and
Tony Summers
are entered in the 180-pound weight
division; John Sepulveda, George
Uchida and Howard Watanabe are
slated to see action in the 150pound weight class No one from
San Jose State is entered in the
130-pound division. .
Each judoist will compete In
his indis ideal weight class a ith
his points being compiled lu the
team scoring to determine the
team champion of the tournament.
San Jose, the most suceessful cot-

AND CAMERA SHOP

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

41 North First
CY 2-8960

111

t*0400410.000"111."110""
TONS TERESA, former Spartan quarterback has signed with the
Vancouver.

B.C. Lions of the

League. Tony, a S ft. 9

Canadian Professional

Football

in. 180 pounder from Salinas, Is

the

fifth member of last year’s team to sign a pro contract.

Intramural Battle

Green Squad Wins;
Sparvets Hang On
Green Squad racked up victory’
No. 12 by clobbering the Rooners,
60-43, Wednesday and maintain its
hold on first place in the !Mependent
Intramural
Basketball
League.
The Spat-vets kept
hopes alive by walking
Outcasts, 106-19 It was
score ran up by an
team this season

their slim
all over the
the highest
intramural

Indepndent Standings.-..
W
Green Sqd 12 0
TNK
Sparvets
I1 I
Bornbrs
II
Newmo
2
Slip Sticks
thud
10 3
Outcasts
Ravens
I0 3
PhiMA
Dandies
9 4
loaners
7
6
APhi0
(thick
III
7 8
Tau DAR
Sparta Chi 6 7
Wednesday’s ScoresGreen Squad 60 Rooners 43
Dugout Dandies 48, Odom 47
Spervets 106, Outcasts 19

W
S
S
S
4
3
3
1
0

3

Ravens won by forfeit over Tau Omits
Slip Sticks 35, IFT 34
Bombers won by forfeit over Tapp*
His Keg
Newmo Five 62 Phi Mu Alpha 27
Epsilon Kappa won by forfeit ever
APNO

Hal

Boutte

of tlw season. Maury 11111 led the
losers with 18.
Fred Wilson’s 32 points sparked
the Vets to their lopsided win.
Dan Estrada, Jim Rose and Don
Ebaugh banged in 21, 23 and 16
for the winners.
Two tight contests marked the
evening’s action The Dugout Dandies upset the Hoed, 48-47. John
Campbell dropped in the 30 markers for the winners, while Yosh
Kumagai totaled 16 for the Oriocci.
Slip Sticks edged past IFT by
a point John Mason led the revivied Slip Stick five, while Gary
Vandenberg bucketed 15 for the
losers.
Bob Bergman’s 22 points helped
push the Newmo Five into third

Of course. ’Most everyose
does -ofttn. Br.taust a
feu rninnents OWE 14:6-LOLd Coca.Cola refresh NO 643.
Ii s spjrkliti5 %stiff natural ituckincss, purr
aed wholeviine- and naturally friendly
It, your hgute Feel like having a Coke?
BOTTOM UNDER AU111011111 OP THE COCA.COLA COMPANY 111Y

10
10
11
11 place in the league standings. Al
13 LaPlant added 16 for the winners
--------

THE COCA COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF SAN 1051
o rirgiftered trad-reark.

C 1956. TPE COCA COLA C0ƒ01114,

A Representative of

INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA

rang up 14 points

in recent years has been established as the PAAU favorate.

tory, while Howard Williams, Jack
Crawford and Charlie Hardy dropThe Spartans will be. counting ped in 10. 12 and 12 markers reheavily on George Uchida, Augus- spectively. Eli Gardner also looked
tine, Crawford, Waiter, Sepulveda, good for the Green Squad by tankCampbell, Babcock and Kimura to ing four points. his highest total
_
retain the crown.

will be on the campus to interview graduating students interested
in insurance careers

Positions available include

UNDERWRITER, SPECIAL AGENT

LAUNDERETTE SERVICE

SPRING SPECIAL:
2 Tubs Washsd &
Dried (not folded)

99,

On the job training under the guidance of experienced insurance insur
once personnel is provided

in

the field of property insurance, and in

.

Hand Ironing

the casualty and bond business. It includes a correspondence course

.

Alterations

.

1-Day Service

which is completed during.working hours. A degree in Business Ad,

Last year it was Crawford, an
other Spartan, who became The top
Int getter in the tournament.

10% Di scount

CONTACT LENS
CENTER

LAUNDRE BRITE
CLEAN RITE

Specialostt with
Coineal Contact lentos
JOS AWN
PRANK JACKSON
213 S. Finst .
CV 74174

HOLLYWOOD
STUDIO

I

lege judo team on the West Coast to spark the Green Squad to vic-

G. Uchida, a full-time student
at San Jose, is the brother of the
SJS coach, Yosh Uchida. Although
he didn’t compete in the recent
state championships, George is the
highest ranking judo performer on
the local team, possessing a fourthdegree black belt, and scored the
most points in the PAAU event in
1954.

5

I ci)56

U2, a eaca--e,c+ect,

2.30,42//r.

Theta Chi 137)
fg Ft Tp
Sillicorn
1 0 2
Silva
7 0 14
Kilstrom
S 1 II
Lucas
20 4
Zinirn
3 0 6

April 20

PATRONIZE YOUR
ADVERTISERS

Teresa becomes the fifth member of Coach Bob Bronsan’s 1955
squad to sign with a professional
tram
Others
are guard Jim
Hughes, tackle Jack Adams, full.- back Joe Ulm and end Clarence
; Wessman.
At the present time Teresa is
serving as an assistant coach for
111t. Spartans’ spring football pracI ’Of’

Free Parking

Two Youth Pastors To Serve You

FIRST

alpha ’I au omega’s well oiled
.tks. squad rolled over Theta Chi,
.S4 37, yesterday in Men’s Gym to
win the Fraternity Intramural Basketball championship.
A1’0 now meets the winner of
the Independent League, probably
the Green Squad, for the school
championship.
I;
Superior shooting and floor play
by the ATO eagers paved the way
for victory in the tie-breaking playoff. Both squads had ended the re
colar season play with I 1.1 records

The San Jose varsity tennis team,
AU? (54)
who has had its last three schedFg Ft Tp
uled matches cancelled, will play
7 0 ta
host to the University of Santa ’V.
Mont*Ith 4 0
Clara today at 2 p.m. on the BacPractice
S 2 12
kesto Park courts
111**b*
4210
Wednesday the - netters were
of itenson
S 0 10
slated to play the University
California but Cul failed to show
,
25 4 54
up. Over the weekend the net- rows
men had matches called off at
Sacramento State and Nevada University due to heavy rain.

5, 7 & 9

I

Alpha Tau Omega Gains
Fraternity Cage Title

SPARTAN Dail Y
Friday

ministration or related field ; is preferred.

to Students

609 S. 1st St

Week

Days 9 6

CY 7-5605
Sunday 103

Interviews will be scheduled in the Placement Services Office
On Wednesday, April 25, from 9.30 to 12 noon

6

SPARTAN DAILY

Friday, April 20

Aeronautics Faculty
Members To Attend

1 9 56

Industrial Relations Club To Hold Social
Will Include Dancing, Swimming, Games

SDX Award Will Go
To Faculty Member Spring Conference
The
distinction of "F is,.,. .
Member of the Year will go to a
.nember of the San Jose State
College faculty at the third annual Deadline Dinner, Wednesday,
May 9 at 8 p m in the Catholic
Women’s Center
The award will be presented
by Sigma Delta Chi. national professional journalistic fraternity.
e.hich ,:porsors the dinner.
The honor is to be based on
personalitƒ.
service
to
the
school and the community and
general character
Nontinations
wiII be made hs an appointed
,ommittere of members of the

.

.

organisation.
The winner of the award le’.i
not be announced until the eve- .
ning of the dinner.
At a meeting Wednesday night.
the members of the fraternits
brought planning of the annual
event into its final stages
The ham dinner menu lAas

completed.

the skits

tradi-

tomalls satirical) were read and
eorrected and other plans referred to committees for final

action.

usher of the San Francisco Jew.LIM Community Bulletin Prior to
attaining this
position.
Block
worked for 25 years on the San
Francisco Call-Bulletin, part of
that time as city editor.
Block is recognized as a local
authority on the Middle East, and
probably will speak on some
phase of tile Arab-Israeli disputs.
The skits will follow the
theme of "SJS--Past. Present
and Future." Each will be a
satire on a phase of the histor’or
dreamed of future
of the college as well as of some
of the faculty members.
Tickets for the dinner are 11()W
can be purchased
on sale and
from any member of Sigma Delta
Chi. Price of the dinner is $3 per
person.

Three members of the Aeronautics Department faculty will leave
tonight for the California Aviation Education Association’s spring
conference in San Luis Obispo
according to Thomas Leonard.
: head of the Aeronautics Department
i
Aeronautics instructors John
, Allen and Nick Milichevich, as
well as Leonard, will take part
in the conference on the Cal Poly
campus. Panel discussions will
start tomorrow morning and continue through Sunday .
Leonard will sit on a panel with
educators from junior colleges te
discuss the standardization of
credit for flight training in the
junior colleges.
The trio will return to San Jose
Sunday night

Men Students Take
Qualificaton
ion Tests
Selective Service College Quail-

fication tests were given to 25 ,

Show Slate
STUDIO

"PICNIC"

DOUBLE HIT SHOW
"ANYTHING GOES"
B -9 Crosby - Wri, Gaynor A
"World in My Corner"
AUDIE MURPHY

CALIFORNIA
V

Heard Abo,o. It

Now See rt.

THE MAN IN THE GREY
FLANNEL SUIT"
GREGORY PECK
SLIGHTLY
SCARLET

Plus

MAYFAIR
THE COURT JESTERDANNY KATE
LUCY GALLANT
JANE WYMAN

EL RANCHO
outstanding
-ROSE TATO0’.

,’.

1 The Trouble with Harry

SARATOGA
Winner of 4 Lead !t F.

"MARTY"

---- opposed to Freudian theories

KATHARINE HEPBURN

Newman To Hold
Barn Dance Soon
1k artiz..
arown 01- tneafrical, will be judged in the beard
eontest to be held at the Newman
Club Barn Dance, Saturday, April
28, Walt Phillips. co-chairman of
the publicity committee announced today
Dress for the dance will be
country clothes. Men not wishing
to grow their own beards are
urged to create them. The stu!,0r1v
trAriteci

Students and faculty are invited
by the Newman Club to attend I
a Communion Breakfast at Newman Hall, 79 S 5th St . following 9:30 a m. Mass at St. Patrick’s Church Sunday, Pat Hester
Newman religious chairman. announced.
The group will have a party at
Almaden after the breakfast

CLASSIFIEDS

I we blocks (rem college. aurae
in room for re, t, sIngle, $24
or for
each
’.tiv I la’

F, t

room apartment !or
Vet) coliegc men
answer ph,,ne Call Cf-

()

Total Price Only

urninhed rooms $10-15 per
Male
students

Son Ffanctsco to San Francisco
Return August 21
Deport Juno 73

t.moking CY3-3tinft

Polar A, P.oute and tett.; n *.a Now ‘fad,
,.41y On unforgeHable expoliettrool Tour 1111 proceed at a lorsarly pate
-mp!. free ’Imo scheduled n aerior confers k

lovely, in

e5ernr.1%r apaitment CV 2 7162, 5
7 p

tIMITIO 10
20 PERSONS

ASK or WRITE FOR
RF f FOLDER

Uutlding. ficWard. CY 2-2371.

yr. Whitaker Deininger, assi,tant professor of philosophy, an
two other faculty members ’kyr
give a brief summary of their philosophies,
regarding cosmolew,
the nature of man, and man’s place
in society at Sunday’s meeting of
Wesley Foundation, SJS student
methodist preference group, Jim
Wellington, program
chairman,
announced today.
The professors will speak at 7 30
p.m. upstairs at 24 N. 5th St..
and any student is invited.

entertain the group with his ukulele and cello.
Transportation will be provided
through student car-pools. Students are asked to meet in front
of Building W at 2:30 p in. Th,
affair will get tindery:ay arow ’
three o’clock.
_

Come in and see us Today
or Phone CY 2-0962

El Dovado Jazz Band

"Cabaret Ball"

DANCE to JAZZ
Sunday Nights 8-12

St. Claire Hotel
Spartan Room
2nd Floor

No Cover No Minimum

Ifyou hear a thump ...
it only your heart!

Andrew lerios Travel Service
74 MST SAN CARLOS ST

THE NEW SEE AIR SPORT SEDAN with Body by Fish*. - ens el 20 hosky MY. Chevrohl models.

\I hen you feel that big bore V8 come alive, and your heart. skips a
boat, chalk it up to Chevrolet’s zestful, let’s-go-places spirit, with
horsepower ranging tip to 225. This is the car, you know, that took
top honors in the NASCAR Daytona Beach time trials. Chevy won
both the acceleration and flying mile contests for popular-priced cars
and both in record-breaking time! Come on in and hear what your
}wart has to say about Chevrolet. Why not make it soon?
AIR CONOITIONINGTEMPERATIMES MADE TO ORDERAT NEW LOW COST. LET lI DEMONSTRATE!

[TRAVEL BARGAIN 1
of IVS6,

1.4IsT .Vs1) tot ND
Last-Valuable Birthstone Ring.
restroum.
Education
’women’s

Deininger To Talk
At Wesley Meeting

at
Bakmas
Flower
Shop
10th and
Santa Clara

It’s enough to quicken anybody’s pulse, the way
this powerful new Chevrolet takes to the highway!

14;

with

liatehen

God wanted In share

of

business teachers fraternity, will
hold its formal initiation dinner
Sunday night, April 22, at 6 p m
at Hawaiian Gardens, according to
Crista Jones, fraternity president
The guest speaker will be Dr.
Fred Cook. head of the Business
Education Department at Stanford
University.
The following are to he initiated:
Kay Robinson, Louise Wilberding,
Mary Louise Navarette, Anne Jant
vat, Virgil Cufaude, Robert Jolley.
Lloyd Seaton, Eric Larsen, Nan
Thompson. Lola Beard, and John
alagarldinn.

JON MARKHAM MORROW
wodd tern, and TrovellotEspertented lout Leader

r-.i

WANTED

Student Y’s marriage series for
next week will take up "Marriage
and Religion" when it meets at
1 3:30 p.m Tuesday in Room 53.
I Carolyn Stelling, series chairman,
I said today.

He urges that those interest,
sign up on the roster posted 0:
the bulletin board in the indu, trial relations office, Building W
S 6th street.
The Industrial Relations Club ƒ.
the official student organization
of SJS’s Institute of Industrial
Relations, which is the newest
department under the Business
Division.

Spring Bouquets

Following the meal, Granberg
said, there will be community
singing around the campfire. and
Eckel., an amateur musician, will

Business Group
To Hold Initiation

FOR YOUNG MODERNS

Entire floor. .-tudy hall
piano
male btudents.
each, trir lridIxi
utilltie, 351

’raping wanted; will pick up
ilrlivrr Juan Hue, AX 6-4469

’Y’ Marriage Series

of psychotherapy: and the merits
of scientific research and methods
in psychology as opposed to existing theories of psychoanalysis.
Dr Joh.nsgard, the dissenting
member of the panel, felt that
psychoanalysis could not be evaluated nor route it take credit for
results until scientific research
could provide the "why’’ and
"how’ in a learning situation.
Dr. Ogilvie expressed the general consensus of the panel when
he said that the prime importance
of the individual personality of .
the therapist or analyst was not
to be overlooked in the psycho- .
therapeutic situation,
During a short businests meeting held before the panel discussion, Colette Tessier was elect.
ed vice-presideht of the club.
She replaces Don Staight who has
taken over the position of president since the resignation of Clyde
Rich.

FABULOUS 60-DAY TOUR OF

IV1 II

drinkinc

,

zsicohen N’incent
i,aptilar play, "The Devil and Daniel
Webster," will be enacted by the
professional
Bishop’s Company
Saturday in the First Methodist
Church.
It is being sponsored by Wesley
Foundation. a SJS organization
for students of Methodist preference.
llt
S
at 8 p ns. the players
wi enact the storv of a fnan who
sold his soul for power, and his
defense by one of America’s most
colorful figures.
Tickets may be obtained for one
dollar today in the Outer Quad,
or may be purchased at the door
Wanda Hills, chairman of the
Wesley Players, is in charge of the
event.

and participate In the event
and set acquainted with the
instructors and fellow.students."

The Institute’s two Instructors.
Paul H. Ecker and Dr Edward
P. Shaw, will be present at the
event, according to Granberg.

I mega lII, national linnorar

SJS Sportsman’s Club

:-,JS faculty and college
imp:oyes Sportsman’s Club was
entertained by a talk and demonstration of surf fishing by nets
FOR RENT
.
_
by Byron ROHITIger acAvailable for fall. Attra,tive fa- cording
to Thomas Leonard, club
,Ilittea for four girls. Two large secretary
bedrooms, private kitchen, bath
As a result of this demonstrastudy Reasonable. 347 S. 12th St tion, the club decided ta travel to
$75 furoished, three rooms and Half Moon Bay the night of April
bath, utilities paid. One half block 25 to try their lurk with this difto college Accnnimodates four or ferent t)pe of fishing.
rottPle 390 S .6th St . CY 2 1327

rree

I

therapy; client centered theories ,

ALSO

"SUMMERTIME-

I
I

An informal symposium was held by Psi Chi, national honorary
,ychological society, at the home of Dr. C. W. Telford last week.
The rand was composed of Dr. Thomas Parker, Dr. Keith Johns, ;
gar,’ and Dr. George Muench, with Dr. Bruce Ogilvie as moderator
of the discussion.
The topics discussed, in relation to the American approach to
Freudian rrincirlr,t, wcre the Jungian approach to psychotherapy as

Mass, Breakfast

"THE PRISONER ’

I.apsed GI term insurance still
may be reinstated before the end
of the term period. J Glenn Corbitt, manager of the Veterans Administration Office ri San Francisco. reported today in answer
to numerous inquiries .
"VA has found that many veterans believe they no longer are
entitled to GI insurance when they
miss several premium payments
on five-year term policies," Corbitt said
If the five-year term period has
not expired, the policies may be
reinstated Aith the payment of
two monthly premiums, he added,
A medical examination is required if the policies have been
lapsed more than three months
and the policy-holders are in as
good health as they were on the
date of lapse, Corbitt said
Any VA contact office will be
glad to assist veterans in reinstating GI term insurance, according to Corbitt.

Psi Chi Symposium Panel Discusses
U.S. Approach to Freudian Principles

"DEEP BLUE SEA
TOWNE

Wesley Founda:ion
To Sponsor Benet’s

VA Will Reinstate
Lapsed Insurance

San Jose State students yestcrSpeaker for the evening is to day morning, according to Dr
be Eugene Block, editor and pub- Harrison Heath. testing officer
These draft deferment tests are
given in 1000 centers all over the
United States.
The tests furnish information to
local draft boards and may be
used to defer men from military ’
service while attending college.
Results of the tests go directly to ’1
Famed Pulitzer Pr ze Ploy
the draft board. Anyone interested in knowing the test scores
should check with the draft board
rather than the college.
The college freshman average
Starring
for the test is a score of 70. This
also
is the minimum score for
WILLIAM HOLDEN - KIM NOVAK
men hoping for deferment The
ROSALIND RUSSELL
all-army average is 60, Dr Heath
concluded.

UNITED ARTISTS

ELIZABETH WOLFE
Le.,d,ng Lady

SJS’s Industrial Relations Club
will hold its "biggest social event
of the year." May 4, at the Club
Almaden, Ed Pagter, publicity
:ha.rman for the club, announced
yesterday
program
gram will include a dinner,
nor, swimming, golf, badminton.
volley ball and dancing, according to Pagter. It is open to all
Industrial relations majors and
their dates.
The Club Almaden is located
about 11 miles west of San Juice
on San Carlos Ave. All food will
be provided and prepared by
slub members There will be WI
entrance fee of 60 cents per person, Pagter said
Bill Granberg. president of
the Industrial Relations Club.
Urges all SJS students in the
Industrial relations field to "come
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